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Overview of the project

Salut à Toi is a XMPP client

I multi-frontend

I multi-purpose

I with plugins

I Libre (free as in freedom) \o/



Why a multi-frontend client ?

different possibilities:

I one client for one plateform
I a cross-plateform toolkit (Gtk, Qt, WxWidgets, ...)

I easy to develop
I but same UI everywhere
I only work for GUI

I SàT approach
I One Backend to rule them all,
I One Backend to find them,
I One Backend to bring them all and in the darkness bind them
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I Backend manage only the core

I XMPP extensions are mostly plugins

I XMLUI for generic UI
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I group permissions

I stdout stream over XMPP

I file copy

I games

I collective radio

I MUA (email client) friendly
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Current e-mail network weakness

I address spoofing is kid game

I spam

I difficult to send files

I privacy

I rich features inexistant or inefficient
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Why XMPP should replace e-mail network

I jid looks like email address

I spoofing is impossible/extremly difficult by design

I encryption

I low spam. Roster can be used to filter

I rich content possible

I gateway to traditional e-mail network
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I Cliparts come from http://openclipart.org

I XMPP logo XSF http://xmpp.org

I Salut à Toi logo was made by Adrien Vigneron, it’s CC By-Sa

http://openclipart.org
http://xmpp.org
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Thanks for watching

I http://wiki.goffi.org/wiki/sat

I http://www.goffi.org (blog)

I goffi@goffi.org (e-mail)

I goffi@jabber.fr (jid)

See you at the XSF stand for live demo and talk

http://wiki.goffi.org/wiki/sat
http://www.goffi.org
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